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in the healthcare domain, where understanding rationale behind
decisions and actions is key. If appropriate levels of transparency
can be designed into health diagnostic systems, then such systems
can be made more effective, will be more readily adopted and thus
result in freeing up of crucial health resources [16].
In this paper, we use a robot performing COVID-19 triage to
investigate how transparency and the degree to which a robot
makes errors affects user trust and decision making. Specifically,
we deliberately probe whether there is an accompanying effect
on potential patients’ concrete decisions about whether or not to
seek additional human advice, beyond what the robot is telling
them. We use this to explore if the appropriate amount of trust has
been instilled in the user because if the robot makes an error (as
sometimes they and their human counterparts do), then they would
likely ask for a second opinion. Although, we do acknowledge that
people’s propensity to trust does vary from person to person [6, 8].
As we had restricted access to human subjects for this study, we
used video vignettes, which is a method used in previous studies on
HRI interaction and shown to be effective [3, 19, 26]. The aim of the
study is to show how different levels of transparency influence the
users’ trust towards a system and their decision making. Through
manipulating the level of system transparency and the level of
system error, we set out to discover how to optimise transparency
for human-robot interaction. The contributions are thus as follows:
• Empirical evidence that high transparency can help users of
robotic diagnostics to calibrate their trust level and react appropriately, based on information provided through human-robot
interaction.
• Empirical evidence that system transparency and system errors
interact together to affect user trust in the system.
• This empirical evidence in this hospital triage context adds to
prior work on the effect of transparency and errors on trust in
other domains.

ABSTRACT
Robots are rapidly gaining acceptance in recent times, where the
general public, industry and researchers are starting to understand
the utility of robots, for example for delivery to homes or in hospitals. However, it is key to understand how to instil the appropriate
amount of trust in the user. One aspect of a trustworthy system is
its ability to explain actions and be transparent, especially in the
face of potentially serious errors. Here, we study the various aspects
of transparency of interaction and its effect in a scenario where
a robot is performing triage when a suspected Covid-19 patient
arrives at a hospital. Our findings consolidate prior work showing
a main effect of robot errors on trust, but also showing that this is
dependent on the level of transparency. Furthermore, our findings
indicate that high interaction transparency leads to participants
making better informed decisions on their health based on their
interaction. Such findings on transparency could inform interaction
design and thus lead to greater adoption of robots in key areas, such
as health and well-being.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Natural language interfaces;
Graphical user interfaces; • Computer systems organization →
Robotic autonomy.
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1

INTRODUCTION

2

As AI and robotic systems become more complex and autonomous,
making decisions on their own, users become less aware of their
intent and internal processes. Furthermore, if users are hesitant
to adopt them and do not trust them appropriately, they will be
unable to make use of their full potential. This is particularly so

BACKGROUND

In this section, we discuss briefly the area of transparency, humanrobot trust and Theory of Mind.
Transparency and Theory of Mind. Transparency is seen as a
desirable attribute for autonomy for both functional and ethical
reasons [2]. The EPSRC UK research council, in its principles for
robotics states that: “Robots are manufactured artefacts. They should
not be designed in a deceptive way to exploit vulnerable users; instead their machine nature should be transparent." [4]. Bhaskara et
al. define transparency as aiming "to provide operators an awareness of an autonomous agent’s behaviour, reliability, and intention"
[1]. Lyons’ models of transparency suggest that for the interaction between a system and a user to be effective, the user needs to
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understand information about the system (robot-to-human transparency) and the system needs to understand information about the
user (robot-of-human transparency) [1, 12]. Furthermore, robot-ofhuman transparency requires the system to have some awareness
of human participation in the task and to understand the user’s
beliefs, desires and intentions. This has also been formalised as
Theory of Mind [15] and has previously been applied to HRI [22],
and has indeed been inextricably linked to trust [20, 21]. Theory
of Mind has also been stipulated as one of the Grand Challenges
of Robotics [25]. Our work here on transparent interaction works
towards facilitating Theory of Mind in the long term.

Figure 1: Example frame from one of the video vignettes.
Pepper’s tablet reads: Say "Hello" to start the consultation.

Errors and Transparency. It has previously been hypothesised
that transparency will make it easier for users to evaluate and assess
the systems’ actions and responses [10]. Therefore, users will be
more likely to notice an error made by the robot. Additionally, the
intended action by the robot is expected to be more understandable
for the user [11]. When a robot makes an error, this affects the user’s
trust towards the system, and lowers the user’s assessment of the
robot’s reliability in the future [24]. Transparency has been found
to reduce conflict when errors occur, and makes the system regain
the user’s trust more rapidly [23]. Work described in Wortham
and Theodorou [23] also calls attention to the possibility of low
transparency levels resulting in users making incorrect assumptions
of the robot’s behaviour. The user could easily interpret the robot’s
behaviour as correct while it was in fact an error, or assume that
the robot was faulty because they do not understand its actions.
Well-designed transparent interaction would again help avoid this
situation.

3.1

The study was done through an on-line survey with a 2x2 withinsubject (or repeated measures) design. Such design was chosen to
minimise the random noise and confounding variables (e.g. different times of the day). In addition, within-subject studies also
tend to reduce the variability between subjects, which is key for
trust studies where people vary in both their propensity to trust
and their attitude to robots [6, 8, 13]. Two independent variables
were considered: Transparency and Error, each manipulated on
two levels. Thus, there were four conditions: Low Transparency No
Error (LT), High Transparency No Error (HT), Low Transparency
With Error (LTE), High Transparency With Error (HTE).
Each participant watched four video vignettes, one for each condition. Each presented a diagnostic consultation between a high
risk patient with 60 years of age suffering from asthma and a Pepper
robot acting as a COVID-19 triage expert system. Each video ends
with the patient either being diagnosed as needing a COVID-19 test
or being advised they need no test, with the detailed content of the
diagnosis statement varying with experiment condition. Following
each video, participants completed self-report questions presenting
the measurements: (1) Trust from a twelve item Trust Survey reported in [9] and (2) Likelihood to request a second opinion (2ndOp),
measured by a single 7-point Likert item.
We used the 2ndOp measure to gauge the effect of the Transparency and Error conditions on participants’ ability to make good
decisions based on perceptions of the interaction with the robot.

Human-Robot Trust. Trust is a complex multifaceted phenomena
that has had many definitions. We take trust to be defined as in
Rousseau et al. [17] as the willingness to accept one’s vulnerability for relying on the behaviour of another, if the risks and the
uncertainty that this interdependence imply are counterbalanced
by the positive expectations on their intentions and actions. This
definition is important in our scenario as real users/patients in this
scenario may be feeling vulnerable because their health is at risk,
as well as the fact that transparency can reflect the user’s ability
to monitor/control the robot. Elements of trust are captured in
Schaefer’s questionnaire on Human-Robot Trust [18]. However, for
this study, we chose to use the Jian Trust Survey [9], as it has been
widely used in HRI and is relatively succinct with only 12 items
compared to the full 40 item Schaefer scale.

3

Conditions

3.2

The Video Vignettes

Each video (see Figure 1) showed a male able to pass as 60 years
old in a consultation setting with a Pepper robot. The text on the
Pepper robot’s tablet was clearly shown and subtitles were included
to ensure that participants fully understood the dialogue.
The volunteer, posing as the patient, followed a script for each of
the four consultations. The Pepper robot responded as programmed
by a dialogue manager created using the Choregraphe development
tool. The video scripts were developed together with a subject
matter expert, a Senior Consultant actively involved in diagnosing
COVID-19 patients at a major European University Hospital. The
questions asked by the robot address the following topics:

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND SETUP

We formulated three broad research questions:
• RQ 1: How will different levels of transparency affect the user’s
trust?
• RQ 2: How will system errors affect the user’s trust, across different levels of transparency?

• Symptom diagnosis.
• Gathering of personal details, i.e. name, date of birth and gender
(important in establishing individual risk factors).

• RQ 3: Does the transparency level affect the user’s ability to
make good decisions?
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• Establishing a pattern of potential contact of people tested positive for COVID-19.
The composition of these four video conditions is set out below.
First, we make clear the rationale for the two levels of the Error
condition, and then we specifically list the robot advice for all four
conditions.
• No Error condition - Patient presents with symptoms, is diagnosed correctly by the robot and is requested to follow the robot
to be taken for testing.
• With Error condition - Patient presents with symptoms, the
robot makes an error and sends the patient home.

Figure 2: Trust score means for the four conditions. Error
bars show standard deviations.

The consultation ends with the robot’s advice and it is this that
varies according to the experimental conditions as described here:
• Low Transparency No Error (LT): "Noted. Please follow me".
[Robot leads patient to be tested.]
• High Transparency No Error (HT)1 :
"Noted, due to your asthma and current conditions, there is a high
likelihood that you might have Corona. I think we should have you
tested for the virus. Please follow me into the examination room so
we can take some tests". [Robot leads patient to be tested.]
• Low Transparency With Error (LTE): "Noted, there is no need
for you to isolate or take any other safety precautions. I don’t think
you should get tested for the virus, and you are free to go home".
[Robot does not move.]
• High Transparency With Error (HTE): "Noted, there seems to
be nothing wrong with you. Since you have no symptoms related
to the coronavirus, there is no need for you to isolate or take any
other safety precautions. I don’t think you should get tested for the
virus, and you are free to go home". [Robot does not move.]

3.5

The questions were presented in an online questionnaire consisting
of: an introduction, a consent form, and a pre-experiment demographics questionnaire; secondly, the four conditions with accompanying subjective measure questionnaires, and; lastly an opportunity
to give any feedback after the experiment.
When undertaking the four conditions, participants viewed all
four videos in a fixed order and after each completed the two selfreported measures. The experimental design decision was made in
both scenarios (No Error/With Error) to show the low transparency
first to avoid the learning effect. Showing the high transparency
scenario first, would likely introduce a bias, given the robot revealed
details of its internal processing behind the decision making, which
would likely influence the participant’s perception of the robot.
The order of the No Error/With Error conditions was also fixed
for similar reasons, i.e. if the error-full robot was shown initially,
this would influence their perception of the error-free robot and
potentially could lower the overall trust in such a way that alternate
or random ordering would not provide a fair comparison between
the conditions. As a further step to try to avoid the impression of the
robot in Scenario 1 affecting those of Scenario 2, we mentioned to
the subjects that the robot had been "reprogrammed". This was so as
to try to limit the effect of the percieved reliability/trustworthiness
of the robot already built up in the high transparency condition for
Scenario 1, where the participant already has some pre-conceived
ideas of the robot’s reasoning due to the transparent nature of the
interaction. The ordering is thus: (1) Low Transparency No Error
(LT), (2) High Transparency No Error (HT), (3) Low Transparency
With Error (LTE) and (4) High Transparency With Error (HTE).

Embodiment, voice and gestures remain the same for all conditions. In some conditions the robot requires the patient to physically
follow it, thus justifying its use over a static agent.

3.3

Hypotheses

We formed the following hypotheses:
• H1: There is a difference in the user’s trust between the high
and low transparency, when the robot makes no error.
• H2: There is a difference in the user’s trust between the high
and low transparency, when the robot makes an error.
• H3: There is a difference in the participants’ likelihood to request
a second opinion between the high and low transparency, when
the robot makes no error.
• H4: There is a difference in the participants’ likelihood to request
a second opinion between the high and low transparency, when
the robot makes an error.

3.4

4

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we report our results and statistical analysis. We
used Two-Way Repeated Measures ANOVA for our Trust scale
data and Friedman’s Two-Way Analysis of Variance by Ranks for
our opinion rating data, both carried out in IBM SPSS. We used
ANOVA on the trust scale data as the scale produces continuous
data and we use Friedman’s (a non-parametric test) on our Likert
data, which is ordinal [5]. Results are documented below, in Figures
2 and 3, and Tables 1, 2 and 3. The data will be made available on
our institutional repository following publication.

Participants and recruitment

Participants were recruited through convenience sampling, email
and social media. 61 people took part. 3 sets of responses were
rejected as they failed an attention check. Of the remaining 58
participants who completed the study, 31 identified as male, 26 as
female, and one preferred not to disclose their gender. The average
age of the participants was 33.4 years (SD = 11.9 years).
1 Link

Procedure

4.1

Hypotheses Revisited

H1 - We reject the null hypothesis here. There is a statistically
significant difference in LT-Trust vs HT-Trust. See Table 2, row 1

to HT video as example https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dpKUoQeRYIY
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Table 1: Trust measure: Two-way Repeated Measures
ANOVA.
Effect source

F-Statistic

p-value

Transparency
Error
Transparency*Error (interaction)

F(1)=146.81
F(1)=5.68
F(1)=16.31

.021
<.001
<.001

and Figure 2. Participants trusted the robot significantly more in
the high transparency interaction when the robot made no error,
compared to the low transparency interaction.
H2 - Here, we accept the null hypothesis. There is no statistically
significant difference in LTE-Trust vs HTE-Trust (Table 2, row 2).
H3 - We reject the null hypothesis. There is a statistically significant difference in LT-2ndOp vs HT-2ndOp (M,3.36,Mdn,3.0 vs
M,4.81,Mdn,5.5). See Table 3, row 1. Participants were more likely
to request a second opinion in the low transparency interaction,
when the robot makes no error, compared to the high transparency
interaction when the robot makes no error.
H4 - Although it is not statistically significant, participants were
more likely to request a second opinion in the HTE interaction, compared to LTE (HTE:M,1.41,Mdn,1.0 vs LTE:M,2.47,Mdn,2.0; where
low means more likely to request a second opinion ). See Figure 3.

Table 2: Trust measure: post hoc Pairwise Comparisons by
Paired samples t-Tests with Bonferroni correction, to isolate
the simple main effects of Transparency and Error.
Row
No.

Pair

t-Statistic

p-value
(Bonferroni Adjusted)

1
2

Transparency
LT-Trust vs HT-Trust
t(57)=-4.519
LTE-Trust vs HTE-Trust t(57)=1.830

<.001
.144

3
4

Error
LT-Trust vs LTE-Trust
t(57)=8.807
HT-Trust vs HTE-Trust
t(57)=11.078

<.001
<.001

5

To investigate the effect of designing transparency into a health
diagnostic system embodied as a social robot, we conducted a 2x2
repeated measures experiment with two factors, Transparency and
Error, each with two levels.
Our findings show that in this COVID-19 robot diagnosis scenario, designing Transparency into such a system appears to lead
people to make better judgements about the system and hence
better health decisions based on the robotic system’s advice. Our
results were in line with previous work with respect to the fact
that errors impact trust in HRI (RQ2) [24]. High transparency (HT)
interactions had significantly higher trust when compared with low
transparency (LT) when no error was made by the robot. When
there was an error, the same trend does not hold. Therefore, transparency seems to have a positive impact on trust when the robot
makes no error (RQ1). When transparency was high (HT) participants correctly calibrated their trust to be high, such that they were
accepting of robot advice and were least likely (of all the conditions)
to seek a second opinion (RQ3). When the system made an error
and Transparency was high (HTE) participants correctly calibrated
their trust to be lower and were most likely (of all the conditions)
to seek a second opinion. It is also important to ensure that any explanations are targeted at the right level for the user’s background
knowledge and expertise [7]. For example, in our interaction this
would vary depending on if the user is from the medical profession
or not [14]. Our findings can be used to further the research on
system transparency, particularly for social robotic health diagnostic systems and how transparency affects realistic and appropriate
trust development in users.
Future work could involve replicating the results of this experiment in a first-person setting instead of doing a perception study. In
addition to the two conditions studied, a third one where the robot
realises the mistake and continues the interaction could be added
to the experiment. We will also investigate potential correlation
with dialogue length and trust in future work.

Table 3: The Likelihood to Seek a Second Opinon
(2ndOp) measure post hoc pairwise comparisons by
Dunn-Bonferroni tests.
Row
No.

Pair

Z-Statistic

p-value 2-tailed
(Bonferroni Adjusted)

1
2

LT-2ndOp - HT-2ndOp
HTE-2ndOp - LTE-2ndOp

-2.805
2.230

.030
.155

3
4

LTE-2ndOp - HT-2ndOp
HTE-2ndOp - LT-2ndOp

5.825
5.250

<.001
<.001

5
6

LTE-2ndOp - LT-2ndOp
HT-2ndOp - HTE-2ndOp

3.021
8.055

.015
<.001

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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Figure 3: The relative proportions by condition of each of the
responses given to the Likert item for self-report of Likelihood to request a second opinion (2ndOp). N=58.
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